
MATHS NOTES FOR PARENTS 4th MAY 2020 

Dear Parents and Children, 

How did you get on with the counting? I had some great photos sent showing the different ways you 

are counting and the things that you are using. Keep going up to 20! 

 

CONTINUE - Counting to 20  
To support: 

Numberblocks series 3 episodes 21 (eleven),  22 (twelve)  26  (thirteen),  27  (fourteen),  28 (fifteen) - 

available on Youtube  

Numberblocks series 4 episodes 5  (sixteen), 7  (seventeen), 8 (eighteen), 10 (nineteen),  11 (twenty),  

14 (I can count to 20) available on BBC iPlayer 

 

• Provide different collections of loose parts such as shells, buttons, beads or pebbles for the 

children to count. Encourage the children to estimate how many first and to arrange the items onto 10 

frames as they count to help them see the full 10 and part of the next ten.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Provide opportunities for children to count beyond 10 learning the number names in order. 

Once the children can confidently say the number names, provide opportunities for them to match 

them to quantities and symbols. Prompt children to recognise that as we count, each number is one 

more than the number before building staircases to show the growing pattern within numbers to 20.  

 

  

 

SUBTRACTION – Taking away by counting back 
 

To begin with encourage the children to count out all of the items at the start, take away the required 

amount practically, and recount to see how many are left. 

 

When subtracting by counting back, children must not only count back (with numbers decreasing as 

they count) but they must also count how many they have counted back (which increases as they 

count), for example, as children count back 3 from 8 they are counting back – 7, 6, 5 – while 

remembering how many they have counted, 1, 2, 3. Therefore, children may find it difficult to keep 

track of how many steps back have been taken. Encourage children to develop strategies such as 

finger counting or using mark making to support them in their working. 

 

Start by choosing subtractions within 10.   

 

Vocabulary -  zero, one, two ... ten…twenty, none, how many? Count, less, subtract, make, take away, 

leave, how many are left? One less, two less, … 

Encourage them to use these words throughout the activities suggested. 

 

IDEAS TO SUPPORT – Subtraction by counting back 
 

Play games which practise counting back from different starting points to support this step.  

See ‘I count, you count’ from last week but counting backwards. 

 

‘Last man Standing’ – with your whole family or toys, count around the circle: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

The person who says 0 is out (sits down) and the count continues around the circle, starting again 

from 10 (20). Who will be left in/standing? 



Counting choirs is a game to practice counting on and back from different starting points. You need 

at least 2 others to play this with you. The first person counts on in ones. The second person counts 

back in ones. The other person ‘conducts’ by pointing at each person in turn. E.g. 12345, 543, 456789, 

87654  etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If your child is already confident with numbers beyond 10, then you could choose subtractions from 

20. Still use lots of practical resources to support. 

 

Encourage your child to adapt and re-enact favourite rhymes such as 10 green bottles by making 1, 2, 

or 3 fall each time. Similarly they could have 10 current buns and choose to buy 1, 2, or 3 buns each 

time. Prompt the children to say how many are left each time. 

 

Ask the children to line up 10 pebbles or shells. The children take turns to choose whether they take 1, 

2 or 3 pebbles. The winner is the player who avoids taking the last pebble. 

 

Each child starts with 6 cubes. They roll a 1-3 dice (spinner) and pass the corresponding number of 

cubes to the person on their left. The winner is the first person to give away all of their cubes. 

Encourage the children to count how many they have left as they pass on their cubes. 

 

Hidden Items – Count out a number of cubes. Ensure the children know how many cubes there are at 

the start. Cover them up and then take some cubes out, counting while the children watch. Ask them 

to work out how many cubes will still be hidden. Key Questions – How many cubes did we have at the 

start? How many cubes did I take away? How many cubes will be under the cloth now? How did you 

work it out?  

 

***WRITING DOWN ADDITION CALCULATIONS 
You could begin to encourage your child to record on paper the additions they make but please make 

sure the numbers are correctly formed, from the top. 

 

N.B. Recording 2-digit numbers - The children have had little experience of writing 

down 2-digit numbers apart from 10. It is vital therefore that the 1 digit in ‘12’ for 

example is referred to as 1 ten and 2 ones NOT  a one and a two. 
RESOURCES 

Numberblocks Series 3 Episode12 – Numberblock Rally 

1 MATHS Sheet 1 – counting backwards subtraction 

2 MATHS Sheet 2 – Numberline subtractions from 10 

3 MATHS Sheet 3 – Numberline subtraction from 20 

4 MATHS Sheet 4 - colour by numbers subtraction from 10 

5 MATHS Sheet 5 - colour by numbers subtraction from 20 

 


